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ABSTRACT

Money laundering using cryptocurrencies has become increasingly prevalent, and global and national regulatory authorities have announced plans to implement stringent anti-money laundering regulations. In this paper, we examine current anti-money laundering (AML) mechanisms in cryptocurrencies and payment networks from a technical and policy perspective, and point out practical challenges in implementing and enforcing them. We first discuss blacklisting, a recently proposed technique to combat money laundering, which seems appealing, but leaves several unanswered questions and challenges with regard to its enforcement. We then discuss payment networks and find that there are unique problems in the payment network domain that might require custom-designed AML solutions, as opposed to general cryptocurrency AML techniques. Finally, we examine the regulatory guidelines and recommendations as laid out by the global Financial Action Task Force (FATF), and the U.S. based Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), and find that there are several ambiguities in their interpretation and implementation. To quantify the effects of money laundering, we conduct experiments on real-world transaction datasets. Our goal in this paper is to survey the landscape of existing AML mechanisms, and focus the attention of the research community on this issue. Our findings indicate the community must endeavor to treat AML regulations and technical methods as an integral part of the systems they build and must strive to design solutions from the ground up that respect AML regulatory frameworks. We hope that this paper will serve as a point of reference for researchers that wish to build systems with AML mechanisms, and will help them understand the challenges that lie ahead.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to the U.S. Department of Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), money laundering involves disguising financial assets so they can be used without detection of the illegal activity that produced them [42]. Money laundering is closely associated with terrorist financing, where terrorist sponsors take advantage of differences in financial regulatory landscapes and enforcement across various countries to fund and recruit terrorists, and have begun using new payment methods such as Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies to achieve their ends [110]. Broadly, there are three stages in money laundering, placement, in which illicit money enters the system, layering, in which its sources are obfuscated, and integration in which the illicit money is made to appear legal [92].

Money laundering using fiat currency has been pervasive for decades and regulators have devised ways to dissuade and take punitive actions against such malfeasance. Many legal provisions and amendments have been enacted to implement anti-money laundering (AML) measures, such as the Bank Secrecy Act in the U.S., [13] and the U.S.A. Patriot Act, [115] to name two. However, the advent of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [15] and Ethereum [37] has disrupted the banking industry by eliminating the use of a central authority and enabling cashless, anonymous transactions (in an anonymous transaction, the identity of the users taking part in the transaction remains hidden). Since, in cryptocurrency transactions, users use pseudonyms, and the currency itself is not nationally issued or regulated, it becomes harder to track down the origins of illicit money. While a single pseudonym can be linked to an individual, e.g., by examining transaction graphs, a criminal could potentially use thousands of different pseudonyms which makes linking difficult. In reports published by blockchain analytics companies Ciphertrace [22] and Chainalysis [2], money laundering tripled from USD 200 million in 2017 to USD 700 million in 2018 [89], and in 2020, a total of USD 1.3 billion was laundered [76] with USD 41.2 million being laundered using Bitcoin. These significant numbers call for a survey of existing AML approaches, and the challenges in implementing them.

1.1 Related Work

Prior work in cryptocurrency-based AML mechanisms has been sparse. Weber et al. [119] recently presented an analysis of Bitcoin transactions from the Elliptic dataset [27] using graph convolution
networks, with the goal of classifying transactions into licit and illicit categories. Shanaev et al. [104] analyzed the public reaction to regulatory measures of varying stringency. Fink [43] studied the current U.S. regulations for addressing money laundering in cryptocurrencies and proposed fundamental changes to the underlying Bitcoin blockchain to address regulation-based lacunae. Jacquez [54] analyzed and examined ways in which banks, financial regulatory bodies, and law enforcement agencies can prosecute illicit cryptocurrency asset owners.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the built systems for cryptocurrencies and payment networks in the academic literature take regulatory guidelines and/or AML protections into account in their system design and adversary models [14, 32, 33, 50, 52, 57, 64, 67, 98, 99]. Most current works place a premium on providing user anonymity, which seems to be at odds with AML regulations.

**Our Contributions:** Our contributions are: 1) We scrutinize a recent technical solution proposed for enforcing AML measures, blacklisting, and point out challenges in its enforcement. 2) We examine AML measures in the context of payment networks and identify challenges unique to payment networks. 3) We examine global and national regulatory guidelines regarding AML measures and outline potential problems in implementing or enforcing them.

Our study indicates that a lot of work needs to be done and many challenges need to be addressed for implementing effective AML measures in cryptocurrencies and payment networks. Our goal is to focus the research community’s attention on these issues and spur more research in this area.

**Outline:** In Section 2 we describe the technique of blacklisting and detail some of the challenges in enforcing it. In Section 3, we discuss AML measures in payment networks. Section 4 describes the U.S. and global anti-money laundering regulations along with the challenges in enforcing them. In Section 5, we describe our experimental analysis, in Section 6 we make recommendations and suggest ideas towards addressing some of the major AML challenges, and in Section 7 we make concluding remarks.

## 2 BLACKLISTING

Blacklisting in cryptocurrencies is the process of identifying transactions that have been involved in financial crimes such as theft, money laundering, etc., and “tainting” the coins involved those transactions (marking a coin to prevent it from traded elsewhere).

For fiat currencies, the U.S Department of Treasury has published a public blacklist [84] of individuals/groups that are sanctioned due to their illicit activities. Although blacklisting has not been implemented yet for cryptocurrencies in the real-world, it has been proposed in the research literature as a possible AML measure. This is helped by the fact that many cryptocurrencies that rely on public blockchains, e.g., Bitcoins, are not fungible, since the transaction history of every coin is publicly available, and a receiver can refuse to accept coins that have been involved in the specific transactions marked as illegal. Moser et al. [82] defined two blacklisting mechanisms or polices, Poison and Haircut, among others. Poison policy works by tainting all the coins involved in all subsequent transactions in which an account is involved if a single transaction involving the said account’s coins gets blacklisted. For example, if a user Alice’s coins are discovered to be laundered money, the coins of all users involved in subsequent transactions with Alice will be tainted. The Haircut blacklisting policy on the other hand is less drastic, and simply taints the coins involved in the specific blacklisted transactions. There have been proposals to bring Bitcoin within the ambit of regulatory authorities, such as publishing a public “taint-list” of coins that have been known to originate from illegal sources [3]. Blacklisting the transactions recursively, and making the taint-list of coins publicly available ensures that the tainted coins involved in those transactions will be put out of circulation. The users will be disincentivized to purchase or trade in tainted coins involved in the blacklisted transactions since they will eventually taint their “good” coins too. Although the idea of blacklisting seems simple and intuitively appealing, there are several challenges that might inhibit its practical enforcement; we outline some of them below.

### 2.1 Challenges in Enforcing Blacklisting

1) **Accountability:** One of the issues with blacklisting is that, while it is possible to blacklist transactions, it is harder to enforce punitive action or consequences for attempting to launder money, and circumventing AML regulations. While most academic papers on this topic leave enforcing consequences as outside the scope of their work and rightly so [1, 3, 4, 81], we believe that it is important to hold users accountable for their actions. The exact kind of punitive action might be dependent on jurisdiction, but the worrying problem is that there is no way to trace users, whose coins have been tainted, since most cryptocurrencies provide anonymity and privacy to their users (users use pseudonyms), and users can create a potentially unlimited number of identifiers/addresses (public keys). These public keys can also be created using stealth addressing that make the payments from the same payee unlinkable [25, 51]. For criminals, it is the certainty of being caught and identified and made to face consequences that act as a disincentive or deterrent, hence, we believe, blacklisting only helps solve half of the problem.

2) **Cooperation:** Another challenge with creating and publishing blacklists is the high degree of cooperation it requires between agencies, in case of cross-border transactions. In the U.S. alone, there is FinCEN at the federal level, and the Attorney General Office of each state typically has its own state-level AML unit. One of the advantages of various cryptocurrencies and payment networks is the ease of conducting global transactions. For a global blacklist to be implemented, we would require a high degree of cooperation between various national AML regulatory bodies, as well as global regulatory agencies such as FATF, Interpol, and more. There are several international treaties [85, 113, 114, 117] that deal with money laundering (both fiat and cryptocurrencies) but none of them talk about or address blacklisting. Getting all stakeholders to agree upon a common minimum criteria for a blacklisting policy might not be easy, and could involve disputes, which would need to be arbitrated.

3) **Future blacklisting:** Future blacklisting refers to the situation where a user accepts coins from other users in good faith, and at a later point of time, discovers that the transactions in which these coins were involved have been put on a blacklist, consequently tainting the coins, by which time these coins could have been traded across multiple transactions. Furthermore, depending on the blacklisting policy used, the user’s other coins might get tainted too,
on account of being mixed with tainted coins. One could easily imagine ways and situations in which a criminal deliberately targets a user in such a way. The research community needs to devise ways of insulating honest users from the financial consequences of their transactions getting blacklisted in the future. Delayed payments have been proposed as a solution, but they are far from ideal since they are based on the assumption that the longer a coin has been unspent, the less likely it is to become tainted in the future. In addition to inconveniencing users, and slowing down transaction throughput, there is always the possibility of a malicious user exploiting precisely this (questionable) assumption to launder their coins. Besides the implicit assumption that the most recent transactions carry a high risk of future blacklisting might harm honest users.

4) Enforce blacklisting in the presence of cold wallets: The nature of ownership of Bitcoins could influence the enforcement of blacklisting. Several Bitcoin exchanges maintain hosted wallets or cold wallets [4]. The idea is when a user buys his Bitcoins from an exchange, the Bitcoins belonging to the user are maintained by the exchange itself, such that the user is not in actual possession of his Bitcoins, but can claim a set of coins maintained by the exchange in the exchange’s wallet, called the “cold wallet”. If a coin were to get tainted, tracing the tainted coin back to the exchange may be possible, but it is much harder to trace the ownership of those tainted coins to a particular user. This had led to several real-world instances of cold wallets being used in money laundering [28, 31, 103].

5) Compensating honest users in a timely manner: In the case of possible future blacklisting of transactions, a honest user who accepts a coin in good faith, which is later declared tainted, is at a financial loss. With current blacklisting techniques, it is not clear as to how the honest user would be compensated for her loss.

6) Cross-chain transactions, unreliable receiver: Another challenge is cross-chain applicability of blacklisting. If a coin is tainted, say, on the Bitcoin blockchain, what if the user owning the coin simply converts it to Ether or even fiat currency? The taint should ideally prevent the coin from being accepted on any blockchain. This is particularly relevant in the context of payment networks, where users can perform cross-currency transactions in seconds. Tainted coins might go through multiple transactions in the network thereby causing overall loss to the liquidity of the network. One could say that the receiver in every transaction will check for taint before they accept any coins, but how do we ensure this is enforced? What evidence or proof can the receiver (who might later on trade these coins) provide that convinces people that they did check for taint before accepting (and laundering) the coins? Note that this problem persists even when we use Sidechains [106], where coins from the Bitcoin blockchain can be transferred to a different blockchain.

7) Regulating agency going rogue: For blacklisting to work in a correct and fair manner, it seems that we would need to trust a regulatory or enforcement authority to honestly create the blacklist. If the authority responsible for creating the blacklist goes rogue, it might attempt to blacklist honest users or avoid blacklisting malicious users, e.g., [29]. To prevent this, a standard of evidence must be established, and the evidence must be made public for accountability.

3 PAYMENT NETWORKS AND MONEY LAUNDERING

Payment channel networks [14, 46, 59, 63, 64, 66, 68, 73, 75, 91, 101, 125] have been proposed as a workaround to the Bitcoin scalability problem (maximum ten transactions/second), where multiple payments are routed over a single payment channel, and blockchain writes are done only when the channel is closed, or if there is a dispute between the (usually two) parties using the channel for transactions. When two parties open a payment channel, they need to write the current channel balance to the blockchain, and if applicable, the current state of the channel’s variables. Beyond that, all updates are done between the parties and are not written to the channel, unless either of the parties behaves maliciously. To facilitate transactions between two parties that may not have a payment channel currently open between them, networks of payment channels have been proposed [7, 20, 61, 78, 93, 100, 116, 118, 122], where two unconnected users can route payments between them, if there exists a path comprising of several connected users between them, e.g., Alice can route payments to Bob if there exists a path Alice → Charlie → Denise → Bob. Having a path of users also helps Alice and Bob avoid opening a private ledger channel between them (a private ledger channel is defined as a payment channel that exists only between two parties and it maintains a record of all their transactions), and thus incurring expensive blockchain write fees. This can be advantageous, especially in situations where Alice and Bob transact very infrequently.

Conceptually, a payment network can be modeled as a directed graph where users represent vertices, weighted edges represent link balances, and the directionality of the edge represents the direction of the payment flow. A user can route payments to another user over a path in the network that has sufficient balances on its links. Once a payment gets routed from a sender to a receiver, all edges along the path will get decremented by the transmitted amount. One of the advantages of payment networks is that users can perform global, cross-currency transactions in seconds, as opposed to days for traditional bank wire transfers, besides the transaction fees being a fraction of what a bank might charge.
multiple currencies before eventually reaching Eve. In this example, if all the intermediaries agree to the transaction, and the coins eventually reach Eve, Alice would have successfully laundered her money and has cleaned up her traces. Now let us assume that the transactions involving coins in Alice’s possession were reported to be illicit at some point in the future, and the coins are subject to be tainted. The coins in Alice’s possession can be tainted, but it would be very difficult to taint the coins spread across multiple transactions and cryptocurrencies. This would amount to tainting the coins of the entire network of users, which is unfair. Besides there is no mechanism in place to compensate the network users promptly, for any unusable (tainted) coins they might now have.

In the real-world, the largest payment network by market capitalization, Ripple, has been fined USD 700,000 by U.S. regulators [95], partly for failing to implement a credible AML program in place to curb financial crimes. Although Ripple has since then pledged to implement stringent AML procedures, payment networks designs proposed in the literature would benefit from proactively building AML controls into their system design and adversary models [35, 38, 48, 56, 66, 79, 102]. Based on the characteristics of payment networks described so far, we now outline a few challenges for implementing stringent and effective AML measures.

3.1 Challenges in Preventing Money Laundering in Payment Networks

1) Transactions in payment networks are split into multiple fragments and spread among different users in a process called structuring [10, 11, 30, 60, 77, 80, 105, 109, 126]. Implementing AML guidelines becomes difficult since the fragmented amounts could be converted into multiple currencies across various geographical locations and we need to take into account the conversion history of all coins. Apart from this, most payment networks offer anonymity [36, 49, 69, 124], by making it hard to link the sender/receiver with the coins being transferred. This would make it hard to identify a coin as originating from illegal sources.

2) Payment channel networks post the final balances to the blockchain and not every individual transaction. How would we track individual transaction amounts between the sender and receiver, e.g., if one coin involved in a particular transaction is reported as illegally obtained?

3) Most of the payment networks have their transaction limits well within the threshold of the U.S. and global regulatory authorities [8, 34, 50, 53, 72, 98, 107, 108, 123], which makes them exempt from following AML guidelines. A user can easily split a large amount into smaller amounts within the thresholds. While the tactic of structuring the money with an intent of laundering it is illegal there is no mechanism to check whether the money is being structured or not. Payment networks only check for taint. Even if the users check for taint, it will not protect them against future blacklisting, i.e., the intermediary’s coins may get blacklisted at some point in the future. There is currently no way for honest users Alice and Bob to be compensated in such a case. There have been real-world instances of intermediaries operating unregistered exchanges, without conducting customer due diligence measures, and being aware of, but not reporting proceeds from illegal activities [19].

4) In blacklisting, the transactions of the users involved in a crime are blacklisted and their coins are tainted. However, if we have a malicious user whose sole purpose is to taint the coins of a dense network of users, he will use his coins to initiate multiple transfers. The coins then travel along the network, tainting the coins of all the honest users in the path. This tainting of coins happens in some magnitude, no matter which policy is used for blacklisting. Hence the net value of the coins lost is more than the coins invested by the illicit user. Preventing this is a challenge.

3.2 Virtual Channels And Money Laundering

Each hop in a payment network incurs a routing fee, with longer paths costing more. Virtual channels [32] were developed as a special kind of payment channel that involve an intermediary, to avoid the routing fees paid to different users along the path. The advantage of virtual channels is that an intermediary is not involved in every transaction, rather only when there is a dispute between parties, and when the channel needs to be closed. When the channel is closed, the intermediary writes the final balances of both parties to the blockchain. Let us assume two users Alice and Bob who wish to establish a virtual channel via an intermediary, Ingrid. Alice and Bob open individual payment channel with Ingrid, who locks up some of her own coins in the channels as collateral (to protect against Ingrid going rogue). Alice and Bob can then open a separate virtual channel to transact with each other, which contains coins deducted from Alice and Bob’s payment channels with Ingrid. They can change their individual balances on the virtual channel without any involvement from the intermediary. During the closing of this virtual channel, final balances are calculated and are written to the blockchain. This eliminates the need for both Alice and Bob to interact with the intermediary for every transaction, as in they would in the case of regular payment networks. However, this system is vulnerable to money laundering.

3.2.1 AML challenges in virtual channels: 1) The intermediary in the aforementioned scenario could place his illegal coins as collateral in the Alice-intermediary channel, which could have been obtained from the Bob-intermediary payment channel (i.e, either Bob or the intermediary, or both in collusion, want to launder coins). It is not clear how to prevent this. Note that in [32] and other proposals for virtual payment channels [58, 129], the users accept any coins in the intermediary’s possession in virtual channels, without checking for taint. Even if the users check for taint, it will not protect them against future blacklisting, i.e., the intermediary’s coins may get blacklisted at some point in the future. There is currently no way for honest users Alice and Bob to be compensated in such a case. There have been real-world instances of intermediaries operating unregistered exchanges, without conducting customer due diligence measures, and being aware of, but not reporting proceeds from illegal activities [19].

2) The intermediary in the above case acts as a financial intermediary by transmitting money. Hence according to the FATF guidelines, Customer Due Diligence (CDD) measures are required to be enforced, which entail collecting users’ identifying information, examining the nature of the transaction, etc. Unfortunately, the current state-of-the-art in virtual channels directly works against this, by guaranteeing user and transaction privacy. It is not clear how to respect privacy guarantees while also enforcing CDD measures.

3.3 Rebalancing of Payment Networks and Money Laundering

Often certain links in a payment network run short of coins, and as a result, nodes that are connected by the depleted links become dormant. To make these nodes take part in transactions again,
the links need to be rebalanced, which refers to the process of replenishing the depleted links. The first such rebalancing scheme for payment networks was proposed in Revive [57]. In Revive, all nodes elect a leader, who accepts rebalancing requests from the other nodes in the network, and facilitates the rebalancing.

Let $X \xrightarrow{\text{balance}} Y$ denote a bidirectional credit link where “a” represents the balance on user X’s end and “b” represents the balance on user Y’s end. Consider a situation where three users Alice, Bob, and Charlie are a part of a payment network such that all of them are connected to each other: Alice $\xrightarrow{\$50} \xleftarrow{\$50} Bob$, Bob $\xrightarrow{\$100} \xleftarrow{\$0} Charlie$, Alice $\xrightarrow{\$0} \xleftarrow{\$100} Charlie$. The links with zero balances cannot be used, and need to be rebalanced. In [57], all users elect a leader and submit their rebalancing requests to the leader, who uses links with higher balances to rebalance depleted ones, e.g., Alice $\xrightarrow{\$50} \xleftarrow{\$50} Bob$, Bob $\xrightarrow{\$50} \xleftarrow{\$50} Charlie$, Alice $\xrightarrow{\$50} \xleftarrow{\$50} Charlie$. Other work in this area includes [83], which was designed specifically for rebalancing in credit networks, where nodes act as borrowers and lenders with fixed or variable interest rates. In [83], rebalancing is done as a two-step process, balance transfer and bailout. During the balance transfer phase, the node with depleted links aims to rebalance them by incentivizing other nodes to establish links with it by advertising a lower rate of interest than other lender nodes in the network. In the bailout phase, capital is temporarily infused into the node requesting rebalancing (to partially make up for the loss incurred by its low interest rates) by a trusted central party such as a bank. Once the node becomes active, and all its links have sufficient funds, the trusted party exits the network. We now cover some challenges unique to rebalancing in payment networks.

3.3.1 Challenges in enforcing AML with rebalancing. 1) If we adopt blacklisting as an AML mechanism, presumably coins will not be tainted until there is convincing evidence that the transactions they were involved in were a part of some financial crimes. In such a case, rebalancing seems particularly attractive to a criminal: he can join a payment network with many dormant links and use his money to rebalance them. By the time he is eventually caught (i.e., when the coins that are in his possession are discovered to be illegal), the net value of the illegal coins he has introduced into the network will be much greater than the value of his own illegally-obtained coins. As an example, in the aforementioned scenario for rebalancing, consider what happens if one of Alice’s coins is tainted. Depending on the taint policy, if she helps rebalance Bob and Charlie’s links, she can corrupt up to 100% of their coins (of both Bob and Charlie). Some taint policies such as Poison, taint all coins that are in a user’s possession, even if a single coin is tainted, while other such as Haircut will only taint a percentage of the wallet per illegal coin. Regardless of what policy is used, even a single tainted coin from Alice can taint a significantly greater number of coins in circulation in the network, and make many honest users incur a financial loss. It is not clear how this can be prevented.

2) In the case of future blacklisting, if the coins with Alice in the scenario above are found to be tainted at a future point of time, we would need to rollback the rebalancing, but the network topology will likely have changed since the rebalancing took place, e.g., Alice finding new neighbors. Also, it is unclear how to deal with non-cooperative parties, and what should be the role of the leader in implementing AML mechanisms.

4 ANTI MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATORY GUIDELINES

In the U.S., financial crimes, including money laundering are regulated by the Bank Secrecy Act [13], the relatively newer Money Laundering Control Act [74], and the U.S.A. Patriot Act [115]. The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), within the U.S. Dept. of Treasury, is the agency responsible for enforcing the regulations. Other organizations such as Financial Industry Regulation Authority (FINRA) [44], which operates under the Securities and Exchange Commission [47] too have come up similar guidelines to prevent money laundering. The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) [39] is a global, inter-government body that develops policies to prevent money laundering and curb terrorist financing, to which end it has put forward a set of similar guidelines that member countries must follow. We now briefly cover some of the FinCEN’s and FATF’s significant recommendations and then point out challenges in their correct interpretation and enforcement.

4.1 Challenges with Enforcing Regulations

1) FATF and FinCEN guidelines recommend that Customer Due Diligence (CDD) measures need to be enforced when carrying out occasional transactions above their specified thresholds. It is unclear if “occasionally” refers to the time between two consecutive transactions, or the number of transactions that can be carried out in a specified time frame. FATF and FinCEN guidelines state that AML measures should be applied according to a risk-based approach. The definition of risk, the metrics used to calculate it, and the categories which risks fall into need to be addressed in a clear way by the research community. The consequences of not unambiguously defining risks and enforcing CDD measures can be severe, as evidenced in several real-world examples where malicious actors take advantage of ambiguities in, and lax enforcement of CDD measures [16, 21, 97, 111].

2) FATF and FinCEN guidelines require that financial institutions verify the sender and receiver’s information in suspicious transactions, or transactions above a certain threshold, as well as verify that the counterpart financial institutions in other countries are compliant with the national and the global AML guidelines and standards. The key challenge here is the gathering of such sensitive information when there is no mutual agreement or any treaty mandated by law between countries involved in such transactions. Criminals have taken advantage of countries not being able to exchange such information, and being unable to keep track of shell banks within their borders [88].

3) FATF requires countries to identify the various risks that can arise from the operation of Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASPs). There is no clear description of the definition of risk and its quantification measures. Malicious users have laundered money exceeding USD 250 million by exploiting this ambiguity [62]. FATF guidelines also say that VASPs should be monitored and scrutinized by a competent authority, while clearly mentioning that a self-reflection
report is unacceptable and non-standard. In the case of a decentralized scenario, it is unclear how parties would be held accountable, give that there is no centralized authority.

4) For cash couriers and wire transfers, FATF recommends a limit of USD 1,000. It is easy, using payment networks, for users to split large transactions into smaller amounts, and route each amount along a separate path using layer-2 protocols such as PR cash [121]. While structuring transactions is illegal, inability to enforce it has led to the practice of “cuckoo smurfing” [26].

5) FinCen and FATF regulations stipulate that if a business is acting as a money transmitter, there has to be an individual in the business who approves an AML program. The manner in which this guideline will be enforced in a decentralized scenario needs to be addressed. The difficulty in putting together an AML program in a decentralized scenario has been exploited by criminals to convert Bitcoin into fiat currency and selling people fake/non-existant goods [94].

6) The FinCEN travel rule, which governs international transactions above a certain threshold does not apply to unhosted (cold) wallets. It is unclear how to monitor transactions and enforce AML guidelines if a user tries to launder money using unhosted wallets, e.g., recently criminals have used unhosted wallets to pay kickbacks to each other [31, 103].

7) Standard AML procedures focus on laying down rules to prevent money laundering and financial crimes, but do not provide a framework for building a risk profile to identify people who might have the desire/motives to commit financial crimes. Identifying criminal intent before a financial crime is committed might help in preventing incidents where people with otherwise clean records are found to be involved in money laundering crimes [24, 29].

8) Finally, there seems to significant disparities between almost all systems proposed in the literature in the cryptocurrency/payment network space, and the regulatory guidelines of FATF and FinCEN. For example, both FinCen and FATF require a record of transactions to be maintained and made available to the concerned law enforcement agencies upon request; all known built systems that deal with protecting the privacy of the users do not maintain records of transactions. FATF and FinCEN also state that the sender and receiver names should not be stored in a pseudonymous format. Again, all the known system designed in the cryptocurrency asset and payment network literature violate this guideline. Most built systems also do not take into account AML thresholds. From our findings, this is not just a problem in the systems proposed in the academic literature, but also extends pervasively into the real world, e.g., various financial institutions have been fined heavily for failing to maintain records of customers and transactions, and thus failing to maintain an AML program [12, 23, 90, 120].

5 EXPERIMENTS

We conducted experiments to analyze the effect of different blacklisting policies, and to quantify the effect of tainting coins across a payment network. To this end, we used the transaction datasets provided by a popular payment network, Ripple [96], and extracted the complete transaction set from January 2019 to October 2019. Each individual record in the set includes the sender’s public key, the receiver’s public key, the amount exchanged as a result of the transaction, the time stamp, the unique identifier (digest) of the transaction, the currency unit used, and a unique marker field.

Table 1: Effect of blacklisting on bottom 100 USD transactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tx</th>
<th>Hop count</th>
<th>Poison Taint ($)</th>
<th>Haircut Min Taint ($)</th>
<th>Haircut Max Taint ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tx-1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32521.597</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>5000.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32521.597</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>5000.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.005</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>6.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100006.343</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>60000.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3706746.51</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>350000.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We wrote a Python script to parse this transaction set to extract paths and other details. The Ripple dataset consisted of around 4 million transactions at the time of writing this paper (for our chosen time period). The goal of our experiments is to demonstrate the maximum and minimum monetary effect of money laundering on the transaction sets in the Ripple network. For this purpose we have chosen the top 100 and bottom 100 transactions from the dataset.

The top 100 transactions are mostly direct transactions, while the bottom 100 have paths of users between the sender and receiver. We first extracted the raw sum of funds exchanged by all the accounts for each individual unit of currency in the transaction set. Next, we calculated the maximum amount sent as a result of one single transaction for each unit of currency, e.g., the maximum for Bitcoin represents the maximum number of BTC transmitted from a sender to a receiver as a result of a single transaction. Similarly, we calculated the minimum amount of money sent from a sender to a receiver as a result of one transaction for each unit of currency. We then extracted the sender account public key that sent the maximum and minimum amount of funds for each currency unit, the receiver account public key, and the number of times each account was involved in a transaction as sender or receiver. Finally, we calculated the number of times each currency was involved in a transaction.

Table 2: Effect of blacklisting on top 100 CNY transactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Tx(s) involved</th>
<th>Poison Taint (¥)</th>
<th>Haircut Min Taint (¥)</th>
<th>Haircut Max Taint (¥)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>9024561.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>289784.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>13824057.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1000000.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>123000.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>123000.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>4609527.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>40000.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>1748406.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>319681.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>8158048.66</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>702100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using this data, we extracted the top ten currencies (we have found out that there were a total 153 different currencies) that were involved in the most number of transactions (by transaction count). Although the datasets contain transactions in various fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies, we have chosen USD and CNY for our experiments, since they are the two currencies that have recorded the highest amount of transactions.

**Taint Calculation:** Our experiments analyze the effect of the two most commonly used blacklisting policies, Poison and Haircut on the Ripple transaction data. The question we seek to answer by conducting our experiments is “what is the monetary loss that can be caused by a single coin being tainted across the transactions of the Ripple network?” We extracted the path taken to route the money from sender to receiver; the path can either proceed through several accounts of different currencies, or be “rippled” through a set of issuers for the same currency. For both cases, we have calculated the total number of accounts and issuers involved in the path, which is essentially the hop count for a given transaction. We then calculated the amount of funds lost when the two blacklisting policies were applied. For Poison, as mentioned earlier, the taint propagates through the entire network. Hence, we have calculated the sum total of amounts in which the account public key whose funds might be tainted was involved as the sender.

**Table 3: Effect of blacklisting on bottom 100 CNY transactions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tx</th>
<th>Hop count</th>
<th>Poison Taint (¥)</th>
<th>Haircut Min Taint (¥)</th>
<th>Haircut Max Taint (¥)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tx-1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>144700.850</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>52400.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2155.634</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>1900.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2000.012</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>2000.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5129.264</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>740.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3000.001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>300.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx-7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100647.661</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>99990.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the Haircut taint policy, we calculated the least and maximum amount of funds lost as a result of applying this policy. Since Haircut taints only the amounts pertaining to the individual transactions, we have extracted the least amount sent by an account in a single transaction (along multiple paths) to get the minimum value, and analogously for the maximum amount. Our results are tabulated in Table 1, Table 3, Table 4 and Table 2. Our results show that even a single illicit transaction can taint a significant number of coins in the payment network, and cause huge financial losses to users.

### 6 RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section, we propose recommendations which we believe, will aid in mitigating a few of the technical and regulatory challenges that were previously described.

1) **Blacklisting:** One way to approach cross-chain blacklisting is to design a mechanism that enables a user to prove that all the coins they possess are untainted, regardless of the number of times they were converted into various currencies. This would involve some cryptographic mechanisms such as either a zero knowledge proof whose witness is the conversion history of a given coin and the statement/claim to be proven is that the coin is taint-free, or timed cryptographic primitives such as verifiable delay functions [17] or verifiable timed signatures [112] could be explored.

2) **Payment networks:** The hard challenge in payment networks is checking for structured transactions (structuring of transactions refers to the process of breaking the total amount to be transmitted into smaller amount, and sending each amount along different paths to the receiver). Example of built systems that enable structuring include [18, 55, 57, 65, 71, 86, 87, 127, 128]. Dealing with structuring requires all stakeholders to accept that some degree of regulatory control is necessary for enforcing AML regulations. A decentralized, but an empowered group of authorities could check transactions originating from a pseudonymous identity, or trace or map multiple transactions made with multiple pseudonymous identities to the same user. This is a delicate problem and needs to be handled without infringing on users’ privacy. The challenge here is to find the right balance between complete and conditional anonymity. Complete anonymity might enable money laundering, while conditional anonymity weakens user privacy. A user could be made to use a unique randomly generated string in all their transactions, embedded in all their pseudonymous identities, which could be traced to the said user, if necessary, and only to aid in ongoing investigations. This could be used in conjunction with regulatory enforcement to address the other issues in payment networks, i.e., taint checking of coins, preventing coins across the network from getting tainted, etc.
3) Change in mindset: For the research community in this space, a change in mindset is required – rather than shun the idea of regulation, and automatic pushback against any kind of "regulatory interference", whether real or perceived, the research community must accept that we would need to rethink or even let go of some of the high privacy, anonymity, and decentralization guarantees we have come to expect from blockchain-based financial services if we want to make progress towards designing and implementing effective AML measures. We believe some degree of cryptocurrency asset regulation is required if we want a clean, trustworthy financial ecosystem that inspires confidence, deters criminal activities, and has the capability to enforce retributive measures when its tenets are violated.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have outlined several practical challenges with implementing and enforcing AML mechanisms in cryptocurrencies and payment networks. Of the enormous research in the past few years that has been done on building systems that support and enable blockchain-enabled financial applications such as mixers and payment networks, to name two, there are hardly any systems that have AML mechanisms as part of their stated design goals. Retrofitting existing systems with something as fundamental as AML mechanisms and regulatory compliance is not easy, and goes against established principles of not adding security as an afterthought. In this paper, we have discussed the main aspects of current U.S. and FATF AML guidelines; analyzing the AML guidelines of other countries might be an interesting direction for future work.

Our findings indicate that no one solution can, in isolation, address the issue of money laundering. The only effective solution would be to build holistic, effective AML mechanisms for blockchain-enabled financial services, from policy and technical perspectives. The former involves building, from the ground up, systems that reflect and respect global and national AML regulatory guidelines, and the latter involves using techniques such as blacklisting and building risk-models of transactions and users. All of these approaches have several challenges that need to be addressed before they can be put to practical use. We hope that research in the coming years will address all these important challenges, and will yield systems that have built-in AML mechanisms in their system models and adversary models.
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